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Abstract 
A group G is said to be counter-counter-finite if any non-trivial quotient G/M has a non- 
trivial finite quotient G/N with MN. In this paper we examine counter-counter-finite linear 
groups GL,(R), where R is a commutative ring with identity. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 20H20, 20H25 
1. Introduction 
If X is a class of groups, the class of counter-X groups is defined to be the class of all 
groups having no non-trivial quotients in X. The counter-abelian groups are the 
perfect groups and the counter-counter-abelian groups are the imperfect groups 
studied by Berrick and Robinson [3]. We are concerned with the counter- 
counter-finite groups which were examined by the author in [7]. It turns out that 
these are the groups in which any non-trivial quotient has a non-trivial representation 
over any finitely generated domain, so we shall call these groups highly representable 
or HR-groups. We shall extend the results in [7] by considering linear groups GL,(R) 
of this type where R is a commutative ring with identity. 
We begin by giving necessary and sufficient conditions on an infinite field k for 
G&(k) to be an HR-group (Theorem 1). For more general rings R we use the 
congruence sub-groups to describe the normal structure of G&(R). If n 2 3, a the- 
orem of Golubchik [6] allows us to give necessary conditions involving K,(R) for 
GL,(R) to be an HR-group (Proposition 1). Using results of Bass [2] we see that these 
conditions are sufficient when n 2 max(3, P(R)) (Theorem 2), where P(R) denotes the 
stable rank of R. It follows that if R is any finitely generated E-algebra, then GL,(R) is 
HR when n 2 3. We conclude by considering rings with stable rank 1. For these rings 
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we can state the previous necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of quotient fields 
of R (Theorem 3). If we also assume that such a ring contains i, we can extend these 
results to GL2(R) (Proposition 2). 
We now recall some properties of group classes and counter-classes. A class of groups 
X is said to be P-closed if any extension of an X-group by an X-group is an X-group. The 
class X is Q-closed if any quotient of an X-group is an X-group. For any class of 
groups X we write X* for the class of counter-X groups. Only the trivial group belongs 
to both X and X*. Clearly X* is Q-closed. If X is Q-closed, then X* is also P-closed. 
A group G is an HR-group if and only if it has no non-trivial counter-finite 
quotients if and only if any non-trivial quotient G/M has a non-trivial finite quotient 
G/N, where M I N. Examples of infinite HR-groups include Z, all abelian groups of 
finite exponent, as well as the polycyclic groups. It is easy to show that an abelian 
group is an HR-group if and only if it has no non-trivial divisible quotients. Therefore 
an abelian group G is an HR-group if and only if it has a finitely generated subgroup 
X such that G/X is a direct sum of bounded abelian p-groups for distinct primes p in 
Z [7, p. 61. It follows that a subgroup of an abelian HR-group is HR; this need not be 
the case for arbitrary HR-groups. These results will be important here since the 
multiplicative groups of the rings we shall consider are abelian. 
2. Case 1. R is a field 
Theorem 1. Let k be an infinite jield. Then GL,(k) is an HR-group if and only if the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) k has characteristic p > 0; 
(ii) the multiplicative group k* is a direct product of cyclic q-groups for distinct 
primes q # p; 
(iii) k* # (k*)” if n > 1. 
Proof. Let G = GL,(k) and S = SL,(k). First assume that G E HR. Then G/S N k* is 
an abelian HR-group. Now Q* has a free abelian quotient of infinite rank. This free 
abelian quotient of infinite rank has a quotient isomorphic to the divisible group Z,, , 
so it follow that k must have prime characteristic p. If k contains a transcendental 
element, then it has a subfield isomorphic to the rational function field Fp{t}. But the 
latter has free abelian subgroups of infinite rank, so k must be an algebraic extension 
of lFp. It follows from known facts about the multiplicative group of a field (see [S, Vol. 
2, p. 313-3151) that k satisfies (ii). By taking determinants one can see that G = Sk* if 
and only if k* = (k*)” (see [3, p. 201). Thus, k* = (k*)” would imply that 
G/k* N S/(Sn k*) = PSL,(k), which is an infinite simple group if n > 1. Therefore, 
k* #(k*)” if n > 1. 
Conversely, let k satisfy the three conditions. Then k* E HR, so we can assume that 
n > 1. Suppose that G/N is a non-trivial counter-finite quotient. Then G # Nk*, or 
else G/N N k*/(N n k*) E HR. Therefore, we can assume that k* I N. Since 
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G/S N k* E HR, it follows that S 4 N. Therefore, Sn N < k* because S/(Sn k*) is 
simple. Now N centralizes S/(Sn k*), which yields N = k* by [3, p. 201. But this 
implies that G = SN = Sk*, and so k* = (k*)“, which is a contradiction. 0 
Examples. We shall construct a field k and give conditions on n so that GL,(k) E HR. 
Let ql,qz, . . . be distinct primes and let 
Fp = k. c kl c k2 c 1.. 
be fields with 1 kjl = p41 ... q~. Put k = IJF 1 kj. Then k is the splitting field of the 
polynomials (fp” - I, tpqlqZ - t, . . . > and an element of k* has order dividing 
pql ... 4j - 1 for some j. 
Let r be a prime and assume that x E k* has order ri for i 2 1. Then r # p and x E kj 
for somei. Therefore, 1 Fp(x): Fppl lql ... qj. But Fp(x) is a cyclotomic extension of lFp so 
lFp(x):lFp,l = qm, ... qmll$(ri) = riel(r - 1). Since the qm, are distinct, it follows that 
4% ... q,,(r(r - 1). Therefore, the exponent i is independent of the field kj and we see 
that k* has no F-subgroups. Hence the primary components of k* are cyclic. 
It is important to note that if k* has an element of order I, then either rip - 1, 
qj = Y, or qj( r - 1. Therefore, the field k can be constructed so that k* has no elements 
of order r. 
Clearly, k satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1. The condition k* # (k*)” is 
satisfied if n is not relatively prime to all the pqL ..’ q~ - 1. There are continuously many 
fields k of the above form such that GL,(k) E HR. 
It is quite easy to find examples where GL,(k)$HR. If k is the algebraic losure of Fp, 
or even if k contains all the (q”)th roots of unity where q # p and m = 1,2, . . . , then 
GL,(k)$HR for any n. 
3. Case 2: R is a commutative ring with identity 
Before proceeding, we must introduce some notation. Let I be an ideal of R. We 
write E,(R,Z) for the normal subgroup of GL,(R) generated by the elementary 
matrices I, + rei,j, where r E I and i #j. The canonical map R + R/I induces 
a homomorphism GL,(R) --f GL,(R/I) which need not be surjective. The kernel of this 
map is denoted by G_&,(Z) and the inverse image of Z(GL,(R/I)) is GL,(R,Z). In the 
case I = R we write E,,(R) for E,(R,I) and GL,(R) for GL,(R,I). 
Let N be a normal subgroup of GL,(R). The level ideal of N, which is denoted by 
I(N), is the smallest ideal modulo which every element of N is a scalar. We write D(N) 
for the group of all diagonal matrices in N. 
The abelian group K,(R) is defined to be GL(R)/E(R). A standard calculation 
shows that the embedding GL,(R) c+ GL,+l(R) given by A4 H (7:) induces an 
embedding GL,(R)/E,(R)~GL,+,(R)/E,+,(R). Therefore, GL,(R)/E,(R) embeds 
in K,(R). 
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Lemma 1. (Golubchik [6, p. 1791). If n 2 3 and Na GL,(R), then E&Z) I N I 
GL,(R, I) for a uniquely determined ideal I. 
Proposition 1. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let n 2 3. Zf ICI (R) E HR 
and GL,(R)/GL,(M) E HR for all maximal ideals M, then GL,(R) E HR. 
Proof. Let G = GL,(R) and assume that G/N is a non-trivial counter-finite quotient. 
By Lemma 1 there exists an ideal I such that E,(R, I) I N I GL,(R, I). If I = R, then 
G/N is a quotient of G/E,,(R), which embeds in K,(R). Since the latter is an abelian 
HR-group, Z 5 R. Let M be a maximal ideal containing I. Then G/GL,(R, M) is 
a homomorphic image of G/N and G/GL,(M). This implies that G = GL,(R, M) 
which is impossible if n > 1. 0 
The stable rank of R, denoted by sr(R), is also important in describing the normal 
structure of GL,(R). The following results of Bass will be useful. 
Lemma 2 (Bass [2, p. 2401). Let R be a commutative ring with identity and suppose 
n 2 sr(R). 
(i) If n 2 3 and N is a normal subgroup of GLJR), then E,(R, I) 4 N < GL,(R, I)for 
a uniquely determined ideal I; 
(ii) GL,(R)/E,(R) N K,(R). 
Theorem 2. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and suppose that 
n 2 max(3,sr(R)). Then GL,(R) E HR if and only ifK1(R) E HR and GL,(R)/GL,(M) 
E HR for all maximal ideals M. 
Proof. The necessity follows from part (ii) of Lemma 2 and the fact that HR is 
Q-closed. The converse is Proposition 1. q 
We now wish to apply this result in the case where R is a finitely generated 
Z-algebra. Theorem 3.2 [2, p. 5491 implies that for such a ring K,(R) is a finitely 
generated abelian group; hence K,(R) E HR. If M is a maximal ideal, then R/M must 
be a finite field. Therefore, GL,(R)/GL,(M) E HR. Finally, we see that sr(R) = 3 from 
[2, p. 2391. 
Corollary 1. If R is a jnitely generated B-algebra, then GL,,(R) E HR for n 2 3. 
Examples. If R = Z, Z[xI, x2, . . . ,x,1, or any finitely generated ring of algebraic 
integers, then GL,(R) E HR for n 2 3. It is not clear if Corollary 1 can be extended to 
the case n = 2. In particular, the question of whether or not GL2(Z) E HR remains 
open. 
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4. Case 3: R is a commutative ring with identity and sr(R) = 1 
We now wish to examine rings R with stable rank 1. For such rings the canonical 
map R + R/Z induces a surjection GL,(R) -B GL,(R/I) (see [3, p. 203). This enables us 
to restate Theorem 2 in terms of the quotient fields of R. 
Theorem 3. Let R be a commutative ring with identity having stable rank 1 and suppose 
that n 2 3. Then GL,(R) E HR if and only if K,(R) E HR and the following conditions 
hold for any quotient jield k: 
(i) k has characteristic p > 0; 
(ii) the multiplicative group k* is a direct product of cyclic q-groups for distinct 
primes q # p; 
(iii) (k*)” # k*. 
The normal structure of GL2(R) is not well-understood, even when R has stable 
rank 1. However, an additional assumption on the units of R gives the following result 
of Costa and Keller. 
Lemma 3 (Costa and Keller [4, p. 2251). Let R be a commutative ring with identity 
such that sr(R) = 1 and 3 E R. Suppose that N is a normal subgroup of GL2(R) and 
l(N) = J. Then there exists an ideal JO c J such that l(D(N)) s JO and N = 
CGLz(R, 4, E(R)1 GWLJW’O 
Proposition 2. Let R be a commutative ring with identity such that V(R) = 1 and i E R. 
Then GL,(R) E HR ifand only ifK,(R) E HR and thefollowing conditions holdfor any 
quotient field k: 
(i) k has characteristic p > 0; 
(ii) the multiplicative group k* is a direct product of cyclic q-groups for distinct 
primes q *p; 
(iii) (k*)2 # k*. 
Proof. Let G = GL,(R). The necessity is clear. Now assume that the given conditions 
hold and that G/N is a non-trivial counter-finite quotient where l(N) = J. If J = R, 
then Lemma 3 implies that [GL,(R), E,(R)] I N. Since 1 is a sum of two units, 
a result of Bass (see [l, p. 91) states that E,(R) c [GL,(R), E,(R)]. This implies that 
G/N is a quotient of K1 (R). Therefore, J s R. Let M be a maximal ideal containing J. 
Clearly, GL,(R,M) 1 [GL2(R,J), E2(R)], GL,(J). Since D(N) consists of scalar 
matrices modulo Jo, it follows that D(N) z GL2(R,M); hence N c GL2(R,M) by 
Lemma 3. Therefore, G/GL,(R, M) is a quotient of GL2(R/M) and GIN, which is 
impossible. 0 
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We can combine Proposition 2 and Theorem 3 to obtain the following result. 
Theorem 4. Let R be a commutative ring with identity such that V(R) = 1 and i E R, 
and suppose that n 2 2. Then GL,(R) E HR ifand only ifK,(R) E HR and the following 
three conditions hold for any quotient field k: 
(i) k has characteristic p > 0; 
(ii) the multiplicative group k* is a direct product of cyclic q-groups for distinct 
primes q # p; 
(iii) (k*)” # k*. 
Corollary 2. If R is a commutative local ring containing f such that K,(R) E HR and 
conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 4 are satisjed for any quotient field of R, then 
GL,(R) E HR for n > 2. 
It is important to note that E,(R) = SL,(R) when R has stable rank 1. Therefore, 
K,(R) N U(R), the group of units in R. This would allow Theorems 3 and 4 to be 
stated in terms of U(R). It also makes it possible to construct explicit examples of 
rings with the desired properties. 
Example. Let k be an infinite field satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 4 that has 
characteristic p # 2. The ring R = k[x]/(x*) is a local ring containing +, and 
K,(R) N U(R) N k* E HR. Therefore GL2(R) E HR. 
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